2000 f150 starter relay

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of ford f starter solenoid wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and signal links in
between the devices. A wiring diagram normally provides info about the family member
placement as well as arrangement of gadgets as well as terminals on the tools, to aid in
structure or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would certainly reveal more information of
the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to
highlight interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to
troubleshoot troubles and also to make sure that all the links have actually been made and that
whatever is existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which makes use of abstract
pictorial icons to show all the affiliations of parts in a system. Electrical wiring diagrams are
composed of two points: signs that stand for the parts in the circuit, and lines that stand for the
links in between them. Consequently, from electrical wiring representations, you recognize the
loved one place of the elements as well as just how they are attached. Circuitry diagrams
primarily reveals the physical setting of elements as well as links in the built circuit, but not
always in logic order. It emphasizes on the format of the cables. Schematics emphasize on how
circuits work realistically. To review a wiring diagram, initially you have to know just what basic
elements are consisted of in a wiring diagram, and which photographic icons are used to
represent them. The typical elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire as well
as link, result gadgets, switches, resistors, reasoning gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a
cable. Wires are utilized to link the components together. All factors along the cord are similar
and also linked. Cords on some areas need to cross each other, but that does not necessarily
suggest that they attach. A black dot is utilized to show the injunction of 2 lines. Key lines are
represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Normally various colors are used to differentiate the cables.
There must be a tale on the wiring diagram to inform you exactly what each color implies. A
series circuit is a circuit in which parts are connected along a solitary path, so the existing
flows via one component to obtain to the following one. In a series circuit, voltages add up for
all parts linked in the circuit, and also currents are the same via all parts. A good wiring diagram
should be technically proper and clear to read. Look after every information. The representation
should show the right instructions of the favorable as well as negative terminals of each
element. Use the ideal icons. Discover the significances of the basic circuit symbols as well as
select the appropriate ones to make use of. Attract attaching cords as straight lines. Use a dot
to show line joint, or usage line leaps to indicate cross lines that are not attached. Label parts
such as resistors as well as capacitors with their values. Make sure the text positioning looks
clean. I replaced the battery in my F and it wont start It clicks at the relay but I cant tell where it
is. Any one know where the location of the starter relay is? Mitch answered 10 years ago.
Dannyl answered 6 years ago. The starter below has a solenoid of its own. Cowboy answered 3
years ago. Still not able to find the relay the solo pod is new from ford as is the starter turned
key not even a click all terminals are clean shiner. I suspect my solenoid is gone. The battery
has lots of power. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the starter relay
located on my F? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I can only start My truck when I jump start
it from the starter solenoid with a screw driver. Other than that when I put my key in the ignition,
everything comes on even the chimes still it won't turn over or crank. Rowefast answered 4
years ago. There is probably not voltage getting thew to the small wire on the solenoid on the
fender. Last one I worked on it was the neutral safety switch. But it could be the ignition switch
also. Just have to do some checking. Thanks Seen that wire. I had some reserve about
changing the ignition switch, If I am not messing with the tumbler, would I still need to
re-program my key? I'll start with the small wire and trace it from there to see if I have a break
some where then I'll switch out the neutral switch and If I don't have to re-program the key, then
the Ignition Switch, I'll let you know what happens. Again thanks for the response. Starter relay.
Just gotta find which on it is thanks again. OJ answered 4 years ago. If your vehicle is equipped
with a solenoid relay on the fender well, near the battery, check to make sure it is operating
properly. The "net" will have a video on how to check. Howzit OJ No my solenoid relay is on my
fire wall, just bought a brand new one and installed it 2 days ago. However maybe I have been
using the wrong word to describe it , I've been calling it a starter solenoid and others have been

calling it solenoid relay or starter relay but I have a picture of it. Maybe my solenoid is on the
fender wall like you said. Thats the small wire I was referring to, check to see if 12V is at that
wire when the key is turned to the start position. I guess the parts stores call that the starter
relay. There is also the one in the fuse box. You indicated you can jump the solenoid relay with
a screwdriver and the vehicle will start. Well, that would indicate the starter is good. If, as
Rowenfast posted, check for 12 volts at the small wire on the relay when someone turns the
ignition to the start position. I would suspect there will not be twelve volts present. Meaning the
secondary circuit electromagnet within solenoid relay is not being energized to close the circuit
allowing the voltage to pass through down to the starter. If that is the case, begin back-tracking
the small wire to find a short, broken wire, etc. Thanks Guys , Gonna check on that when I am
done work here, Appreciate the help. I'll post here if that solves the problem Hoping I get to post
good news. Okay guys I changed out the ignition switch and that wasn't the problem. I bought a
multi meter and a test light then realized, I am embarrassed to say that I don't know how to use
it. Maybe my question should be how to use a multimeter. Remove the small wire from the
solenoid relay on the firewall. Set the meter to DC volts. Stick the red wire from the meter into
the female slot on the wire you disconnected. Ground the black wire. Have someone turn the
ignition to start. Check the meter, it should read 12 volts. If you do not get voltage, the relay will
not work. It is nothing more than an electro magnet which switches a high amperage circuit with
a low amperage switch. If you are getting 12 volts, then the problem has to be with the relay.
The net will show you how to check the relay. Wooohoo Thanks again, Brother, slowly the
process of elimination is working, can I do the same when I check the relays in the fuse box?
Checking relays is simple, most relays have the pins numbered right next to it. They are all
numbered the same from brand to brand. Check out the video on how to check one, it's wordy
to type out, and a video would probably be two minutes, with pictures and movies to boot.
Howzit gang. Okay I tested the little wire with the test light and the light went on. Then I put the
multimeter on. So I am now going to change the neutral switch. Would that be the next step?
Something is not making sense here You have tested for voltage on the small wire and there is.
That starter should work. The problem has to be from that point forward. Something not
allowing power to, or at the starter. So I suggest for the day to take out the starter and clean up
the mounting surfaces for the starter. I have seen Fords do this, not all the time but it does
happen where the grounding of the starter is not good. Also clean up both ends of the battery
cables, and any other ground wires in that area. As rowenfast stated, something not making
sense. If you can jump the relay on the fender, then the starter is good. If you have voltage at
the signal wire small but it does not operate the solenoid, it would indicate the solenoid relay is
bad, it's just a switch. All I can think of is the solenoid grounds itself to the fender well via the
mounting bolts. Check the ground. Let's narrow this thing down. Take a piece of romex wire and
run it from the positive side of the battery to the small post on relay you pictured. Touch it for
just a second with the key in the ignition in the "on" position. If the engine turns, the solenoid
relay is good and the problem is between the electrical signal wire and the ignition key. Make
sure the shift selector is in park when you do this for an automatic, or have someone in the
vehicle with their foot on the clutch and in neutral if a manual transmission. You know you may
be on to something here on that relay not having a good ground to the fender wall. There would
be no circuit for the contact to activate to come up to make contact inside to the two big post.
There is a coil in there to energize to pull up the contact to the two post. There are only power
lines running to that relay, the only ground is when you bolt it onto the fender well. Try cleaning
up the fender well and the mounting surface where the bolts go threw. Sorry guys just got back
there is no voltage coming out of the little wire again. It has become intermittent. So I started to
check other wires like that on the truck and my test light didn't go on as well. I've been tracing
that little wire to the ignition switch to the ignition switch.. Gonna go at it again. I somehow lost
power to my power windows. Just bought a brand new battery. Maybe it's because I took off the
ignition switch when I was tracing that small wire. Also move those switches around, I think
they are adjustable so you can hit the sweet spot to make it work. When I tested the lower bolt
on the solenoid with the test light, the light turns on. When I test the upper bolt no light. I also
tested the mounting bolts. No light also. Going to clean the firewall where the bolts are mounted
too. Ya, one of those wires are live, the other big wire is not, the one running to the starter. Your
like worked cause you made a circuit to ground. Check this out guys. Next to my ignition
switch, I have some sort of device that looks like a GPS. Its called a PTE-2 pass time. Now I
traced that little wire to the fuse box. From the fusebox to the ignition switch should be a red
and light blue wire which I found in the cabin but not connected. It was cut and capped. Now
that same colored wire is coming out of the ignition switch and spliced into a blue wire which is
connected to the device. Should I cut that wire? And splice it to the other wire that is capped? I
am no electrician but I think this might do it. Boy, this is hard to answer for me, why is that

there? Did someone install that? And what is a PTE-2, what is it for? And had the vehicle ben
running with this device? You must be pretty familiar with the wiring by now, maybe look up a
wiring diagram for the ignition switch? It can probably kill the engine and be rendered
inoperable is things like monthly car payments are not made. Check the net, you'll probably find
a more complete explanation. Come to find out this is what has been disabling my truck. So I
believe I have to go see a locksmith or something to get the codes. I tried reconnecting the the
wires but that didn't work. Hey at least I got brand new parts for the truck. Rowefast Yes there
are other wires running thru it. Jumped the gun on that one. Get this thing running and still a
deal for ya. Yes sir My Brother, all You guys are awesome. Big Thanks for all of your help.
Howzit Gang. Okay This is an update so far. The little wire that had no power, now has power
surging through. However not the 12v that I needed but there is life in that wire. My truck still
doesn't crank but it clicks and makes some kind of noise. Had to charge from another battery. I
don't know if that's a good sign. The neutral switch is in park, ignition switch looks good, it's
brand new. I connected the same color wires coming wire from the wire cluster to the wires
coming from the ignition switch. If the solenoid relay is clicking, usually that is a sign the
battery is weak. When you jumped the solenoid did the engine crank as it suppose to, just not
start? Or did it crank slowly? If slowly, again, it could be a weak battery. By cranking, I mean the
engine turns via the starter. Is the solenoid relay new? If not, check the. I am thinking the same
thing to with replacing the starter relay in the fuse box. Hey guys check this out. I had power to
that little wire starter wire I found out the name of the wire. I disconnected the neutral switch
and no power to the starter power. So I know now that there is no broken connection between
the starter solenoid and the neutral switch. So I went to start the engine and lost power. And
what could be the problem? Did you attempt what I suggested? Run a wire from the positive
side of a good battery to the post where the small wire attaches to the solenoid relay. After
connecting the wire to the battery, just touch the other end of the wire to the solenoid relay post
for a second and the starter should work. If the battery is good, and all you get is a clicking
noise from the relay, then the relay is defective or not grounded properly. No I haven't, Does it
need to be a romex wire? If it has to be a romex wire then I go get one after work and try it. The
Battery is brand new just purchased it last week.. But First thing when I get home I'll do that.
Thanks Brother. Howzit OJ, Just making sure I am on the right page with you. Don't use some
light wire light speaker wire of 22 gauge of something like that. A long enough piece of 12 gauge
wire will work. Pick up a few feet at the local hardware store. Probably about thirty cents a foot.
That looks like it. If it is a ford truck in the photo, and one of the heavy wires run down to the
starter, that is it. Remove the small wire before you make the contact with the post. Hey, we
know that big heavy wire that runs from the relay to the starter works as jahmen jumped
between the two big post on the relay I thought you were going to run the power from the
battery to the small wire location to see if it works. The small wire runs from the ignition switch
to the relay Yes, Right after work I am headed home and gonna run a wire from the Positive
terminal on the battery to the part where the small wire connects to see if the engine starts. Is
there supposed to be a ground wire coming from the ignition switch? Now there's clicking
noises coming from the fuse box inside the cabin. After about 5 mind after we take the keys out
it stops. I jumped the battery from another car and the truck starts, I let it run for about 15 mind
shut it off and it started again. OJ Rowefast. Couldn't have done it without you guys. Thank you
Big time Much Alohs. So far so good, I hope this stays this way. Doesn't sound like you are out
of the woods yet tho. And you can't have the battery draining, indicates a parasitic draw on the
battery. Is the battery in good shape? At least you are making progress The clicking noise could
possibly be the AC vent door actuator located under the dash. Fords are notorious for having
those things go out, and they make a clicking noise. But it should not be powered once the key
is off. Since you have a multi-meter, checking for the parasitic draw is quite simple in locating
the offending circuit. Check for videos on the net. Keep in mind, if there is a parasitic draw,
depending on the offending circuit and the power which is being drawn, that could be your
entire problem with the no start condition. We now know everything is good from relay to the
starter. Will do. MY truck now starts on it's own. However the Horn is out. Got no power to the
Horn. Fuses and relays are good although, my Air bag light is blinking. Would that be an
indicator to change my clock spring? You find somewhere who could read Air Bag Codes to see
for sure. Not all scanners can read Air Bag Codes, but if you are in my neck of the woods, I
could do it for you. A blinking air-bag light is usually an indication a sensor associated with the
mechanism is out, not receiving power, or the signal portion of the circuit is out. I would
suspect the power end as there seems to be a lot of electrical distribution problems with the
vehicle. Check around the vehicle and under the dash for blind electrician work which may have
been performed by the previous owner. A complete schematic of the electrical wiring for the
vehicle, to include color coded wire, would probably be helpful to you in the future. Howzit OJ,

My engine runs cherry. Went around my truck to look for electrical issues. I believe now that the
last thing I need to do is to change my Fuel Pump. My truck died out and would just crank but
no turn over. When I hit the gas tank it turned over, only once. So I am assuming it is the Fuel
pump. I had someone turn the key to on and didn't hear the whrrring sound in the tank. On
another note. In my passenger side kick panel there is an inertia switch I believe that's what it's
called, Anyways there is a button on the top of that switch to reset something maybe the pump.
The switch is pressed in therefore cannot be pressed or is that what it supposed to be in the
down position. Just wondering. The switch you are speaking of is to stop the flow of gasoline to
the engine in the event of a crash. It usually pops out when defective and usually stays pushed
in when ok.. It can be bypassed like any other switch. Before you begin spending money on a
fuel pump and going through the hassle of removing the fuel tank, invest in a twenty buck fuel
pressure gauge and check the pressure from right under the hood. There is a valve in a
convenient place just for that purpose. Thanks OJ. I believe they call it a Schrader valve. KrnHill
answered 4 years ago. Hey everyone Hill here Before I go into a lengthy explanation of what im
dealing with, i would like to know if the picture above is accurate? Or, should the large wire
from my firewall go to the top post and the large wire to my altenator be attached to my bottom
post? I dont have a hanes book, and the dealorship hasnt contacted me back yet so that i may
check the wiring. Rednecht answered 4 years ago. If you are hearing a clicking behind your fuse
box on drivers side of the dash on your f then chances are that you need a replacement Body
Control Module. If you go to the salvage yard they run about 30 dollars. Be advised there are 2
different ones. One for 2 wheel drive and one for 4 wheel drive. I would advise you to get one
from the salvage yard due to the fact that if it isn't the problem you are only out around 30
dollars and places like Oriellys and Auto Zone wont give refunds on electrical parts. Not to
mention the cost of a remanufactured one from them run around to each. Darrell answered 3
years ago. How many volts should be at the neutral switch? Having a problem only sometimes
when starter bendix does not get enought voltage to fully engage the flywheel. Jrogers
answered 2 years ago. So I Just swapped the motor in my ford I have lights, but no windows no
chime no radio no start hmmmmmmm what did I do wrong I have everything in its place and
fuses have been checked. I'm at a loss for words can someone help???? Darrell answered 2
years ago. I would make sure your motor and frame is grounded with at least 4 gauge wire then
check to see when u turn your switch on that there is voltage on small wire at relay on firewall.
Some call it a solenoid. Reaves answered 2 years ago. Mattcoburn answered 2 years ago. Have
a f 4x4 theft light flashing no spark when I cross the solenoid what could it be. Ajames
answered about a year ago. I have a f that i just bought 2 weeks ago,no problems but a tick that
I have been reading seems to be common with these older trucks, no problems staring until the
weather dropped toabout 20 below zero,now when I turn the key my lights radio ,everything
works,except it gives one tick and wont turn over,I jumped it and after having the engine block
heater plugged in for about 20 minutes,the truck will start after a jump,about five hours later and
now 30 below zero, same issue,is it just the battery? Ryan answered 10 months ago. I have a
ford f 4. Shut my truck off one day an my trucks warning lights stayed on and drained my
battery. I tried getting a jump start but when I put the key in to start it nothing happens. The
safety lights are still on though. I jumped the starter solenoid and got it started without the key
in it. I can put the key in and turn it to the on and off position and nothing still happens. Stays
running. To get it to shut off I have to pull the starter relay and then unhook my battery so it
doesn't run it dead. I hook my battery back up and jump the solenoid and it fires right up
without the key again. Have to do this every time to get it to start and have to pull relay to shut it
off. Replaced ignition tumbler and starter solenoid and still nothing. Can't figure this one out.
Someone please help. Hey everyone, I have an F and my battery will drain over night. Once I try
to turn truck over, i have a clicking from relay 2 battery saver relay. I'll jump my truck and it will
start. Any Ideas? Ken answered 8 months ago. Jody answered about a month ago. When i hook
up the starter battery cable, the starter begins to turn. I can also start my truck while the key is
not even in the ignition. OJ answered about a month ago. If you can start the vehicle without the
key is the ignition, I suspect you can turn the cylinder from off to start without a key, correct? If
so I would replace the ignition switch switch as it is obviously broken. If you have a chip in your
key, you will have to purchase a new cylinder with new transponders in the provided keys. You
may have to have a locksmith reprogram to vehicle's computer so the new keys work. Fixed it! I
replaced all the cables from the battery to relay to starter. Cranks up like champ! Other than that
when I put my key in the ignition, everything comes on even the chimes still it won't turn Hi
guys, I need help fixing my dad's truck. It's a F Ford truck. Whenever I turn the key, only the
dashboard lights come on, the engine won't start or crank. I bring the battery to Autozone I have
an F it is a model, Lariat Supercrew 4x4. My truck froze and i brought it into the shop to thaw,
truck sat overnight in shop to thaw out and dry. I try to start but no go. What can I have a

different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. My Truck doesn't start, no crank. Report Follow.
Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Knowing how to perform a voltage drop
test is an important skill to have. Let me give you a real world example of how this test can help
you. It was one of those mornings that I'm sure can you relate to of perfect weather. Not too
cool, not too warm and the most bluest of blue skies. After having spent the humid and hot
Texas summer roasting inside the shop, life finally felt worth living. Before I could really take it
all in, the first diagnostic of the day rolled in. A Ford F Pick up. The customer's complaint: as
soon as the headlights were turned on, the engine would stall. If he only turned the headlight
switch to park-lamps, he was OK. Any day driving, as long as it was with the headlights off, he
was OK. He had already spent money trying to get the problem solved elsewhere to no avail. In
desperation to continue going back and forth to work he attached a jumper wire to the right side
headlight low beam circuit. He would manually connect it to the battery positive terminal for
driving at night. Can you imagine what a pain in the neck that must of been to do! Getting back
to the problem at hand, I had seen and repaired this kind of thing before. A ground circuit
somewhere in or on the vehicle that wasn't doing its job. If only I could remember what I had
done on that previous vehicle that had the exact same symptoms to solve the problem. The only
thing that came into my mind was that the ECM grounds probably were bad. But, I was sure that
that hadn't been the problematic ground circuit on the previous vehicle. Anyway, after the boss
had assured the customer that we would do our best to figure it out and the truck was in my
bay, I started my diagnosis testing the basics. Visually inspecting battery terminals, voltage
drop testing the engine and body ground circuits. I even fast tested the alternator with a
multimeter. Still not remembering what I had done the time before to solve a case like this, I
decided to voltage drop test the ECM ground circuits. The ECM is located on the right side of
the engine compartment behind the battery. As you can see in the photo, the battery has to be
removed to gain access to the ECM's connector. The reading was good. But remember, the
owner said that it stalled with the Headlights Switch in the ON position. So then I:. I tested the
other ECM ground circuits always tie up all loose ends in your diagnostic process. The above
voltage drop test was done pretty fast this is a quick test with surefire results. Then it hit me!!! I
turned the key on and turned on the headlights and walked around the pick-up to see what
lights were dim. The park lamps in front were OK but the tail light park lamps where very dim. I
knew it then that I was on the right track. I removed the left tail lamp assembly to expose the
wiring to the bulb. I pierced the Ground wire with my wire piercing probe connected to the
multimeter and voltage drop tested the circuit. The voltmeter reading came out to a whopping 7.
I pulled my Power Probe out of its hiding place in the tool box. I then proceeded to Ground it
and voila, all of the Park Lamps shone brighter normal radiance. Now I called out to my fellow
tech to start the truck while I was still grounding the circuit and with the headlights still on and
the engine started and kept on running! I released the switch on the Power Probe to release the
ground and immediately the engine stalled. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4.
This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I
may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from
this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. The Start Of The
Troubleshooting Process Anyway, after the boss had assured the customer that we would do
our best to figure it out and the truck was in my bay, I started my diagnosis testing the basics.
This is how the voltage drop test was done: I removed the battery to gain access to the ECM's
connector. Whipped out my multimeter and attached a wire piercing probe to the RED lead of
the multimeter. I attached the wire piercing probe to one of the ECM ground wires. I reinstalled
the battery. I put the multimeter in Volts mode, lowest setting. Started the engine up with the
headlights OFF and then I touched the center of the negative battery terminal with the black
multimeter test lead. I read the multimeter's volt reading. So then I: Turned the headlights ON.
The engine immediately stalled. I then touched the center of the negative battery terminal with
the black multimeter test lead again. And I got the exact same reading as before. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Now I don't know. Hate Spam. Power distribution
box location Passenger compartment fuse panel Relay box 4. Relay box 5. Primary battery fuses
megafuses. Power distribution box Power distribution box is located in driver's side of engine
compartment. Fuse box diagram , model year. Fuse box diagram model year. Door lock switch,

driver side , Door lock switch, passenger side , Central Security Module Running board lamp,
left front, Running board lamp, left rear, Running board lamp, right front, Running board lamp,
right rear. Running board lamp, left front, Running board lamp, left rear, Running board lamp,
right front, Running board Samp, right rear. The fuse panel is located below and to the left of the
steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. To remove a
fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Fuse box diagram Ford F Fuse
box layout Mirror turn signal relay, left, Mirror turn signal relay, right, Exterior rear view mirror
switch 17B In-line luse 2, Radio Clutch pedal position switch, Clutch triple function switch
jumper, Centra! Relay box 1 Ford F Relay box 2 Ford F Relay box 3 Ford F Relay box 4 Ford F
Auxiliary relay box 4 is located behind left side of instrument panel. Relay box 5 Ford F Auxiliary
relay box 5 is located behind right side of instrument panel. Bi-fuel relay module. Primary
battery fuses megafuses F Ford recommends that megafuses only be serviced by a qualified
service technician. Skip to content. Heated seat module, passenger side front. Heated seat
module, driver side front 14C Updated: January 31, Climb into your car. Buckle up for safety.
Turn the key in the ignition andâ€¦ nothing. Nothing but a click. Could be a dead battery. But
since the dash lights and the radio and the headlamps seem to be working, maybe something
else is the culprit. Relay vs. When you turn the key to start your car, you are activating the
ignition switch. Like most of the switches in your vehicle, the ignition switch controls only a
low-powered signal, in this case to start the engine. But the starter itself requires a lot of power.
Certainly more than the tiny wires running to the ignition switch can handle. The starter is
tasked with the job of getting the internal parts of the engine turning, and that requires a lot of
torque, thereby requiring more power. So automakers insert a device that enables a low-power
signal to trigger a high-power signal. That way, a big job like starting an engine can be enabled
by a small switch. Both a relay and a solenoid are devices that receive a low-power signal as a
trigger to close or sometimes open a much larger circuit with more power. Now the terms relay
and solenoid are often used interchangeably and there is a lot of confusion about which is
which. Hopefully we do not add to the confusion. So, in that manner the terms are often used in
place of one another. Because of its construction and manner of operation, a solenoid is usually
capable of switching a higher current than a relay. Still, one person might refer to a starter relay
and another to a starter solenoid. Further muddying the water, these devices are located in
different places on different vehicles. And some manufacturers use both a relay and a solenoid
in the ignition system. In that case, the relay will trigger the solenoid. Signs of a bad starter
solenoid. Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Consider
these possible signs of a failing or bad starter solenoid when you turn the key:. Nothing
happens. If you engage the ignition and it does nothing, there are a number of problems that
could account. One possibility is the solenoid. This could mean that the solenoid is trying to
engage but that the internal components are stuck and unable to work properly. But a faulty
solenoid that fails to make adequate electrical contact inside can also produce this tell-tale
sound. If the starter engages but does not disengage when you let go of the key , the solenoid is
likely bad and the starter may suffer significant damage as a result. Intermittent operation can
be a sign of a failing starter solenoid. Other issues that present like a bad solenoid. Problems
that might cause your car to act like it has a bad starter solenoid can include:. Bad battery - If
the battery voltage is low it will be unable to provide enough power to start your engine. Blown
fuse - Sometimes the simplest explanation is the best one. A blown fuse in the starter circuit
could be the cause of a no-start problem. Broken or corroded wiring - Damaged or dirty wires to
the battery or to the starter solenoid or wires that are loose can prevent sufficient power from
reaching the starter. It also recharges the battery. If the alternator is bad, the battery may not be
capable of starting the engine. Starter - Some solenoids are mounted to the starter, but some
are located directly inside the starter housing. When this is the case, it may be necessary to
replace the entire starter when the solenoid goes bad. Sometimes the starter itself is the
problem. Electrical issues can be annoying and inconvenient. They can also be hazardous and
can cause damage. If you run into symptoms of a bad starter relay or solenoid with your car,
truck, or SUV, make sure to have a trusted tec
1998 ford expedition owners manual
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hnician to diagnose the specific problem. View All Posts Next Previous. Solenoid When you
turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Signs of a bad starter
solenoid Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Other issues

that present like a bad solenoid Problems that might cause your car to act like it has a bad
starter solenoid can include: Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be unable to
provide enough power to start your engine. This article is intended only as a general guidance
document and relying on its material is at your sole risk. This reservation of rights is intended
to be only as broad and inclusive as is permitted by the laws of your State of residence. Tags:
Electrical System. Get Quote. Thank you for your quote request. A representative will get back
to you shortly. For immediate assistance please call.

